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� Objective of SPC: A Stable Process
� Tool of SPC: The Control Chart (C.C)
� The Problem:

� Determination that a process is unstable (stable) is 
invoked if a sample statistic exceeds (is within) the 
control limits;

� This threshold-dependent decision may be affected by 
measurement error and could lead to increased risk of two 
types of decision errors: Type I error (“Process is 
unstable”, when it is); Type II error (“Process is stable”, 
when it is not).  

SPC and Measurement Error 
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Literature Review: Two types of problems

� The “scientific” problem: How does measurement error 
(ME) affect control chart performance?
Almost all published articles relate exclusively to this problem. Two recent examples:

� Abbasi SA (2010). On the Performance of EWMA Chart in the Presence of Two-
Component Measurement Error, Quality Engineering, 22:3, 199-213; 

� Chakraborty A, Khurshid A (2014). Measurement error effect on the power of control 
chart for zero truncated Poisson distribution. International Journal for Quality 
Research 7(3) 3–14

� The “engineering” (inverse) problem: How to define 
measurement error requirements to satisfy control chart 
performance requirements?
� Shore, H. (2004). Determining measurement error requirements to satisfy statistical 

process control performance requirements. IIE Transactions, 36(9): 881-890.
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History
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� The “inverse” (engineering) problem was first introduced to me 

by Prof. Ilya Gertszbakh, who “has inspired me to develop the 

ideas introduced here, and encouraged me to produce this paper.” 

(from Acknowledgmentin the paper, Shore (2004)).

� All possible errors in the paper: Mine only. 



Formulation of the Basic Problem
What should be the allowable limits for parameters associated with the ME 
distribution of a certain measurement device in order to avoid unacceptable 

deterioration in the performance of the control chart?

Examples:

� What is the allowed measurement-bias before response time (Average Run Length, ARL) of 
an operating X control chart exceeds a threshold limit for a specified deviation in the 
process mean? (for example, we wish ARL<4 for δµ=10%; How much bias is allowed?);

� What is the permissible standard deviation of ME beyond which the S2 control chart 
response time (ARL) for an increase of 20% in the process variance exceeds a specified 
limit?

� How often should we calibrate, given the bias-deterioration process of the measurement 
device, in order to ensure a specified ARL when the process is in control?



Problems addressed 
(sections in the article)

� 2. Permissible measurement-error parameters for the 
Shewhart X-bar control chart

� 3. Permissible measurement-error parameters for S2

control chart

� 4. Related issues:
� 4.1. ME parameters and R&R studies
� 4.2. ME and process feedback adjustments
� 4.3. ME and quality-fault diagnosis
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An Example
(X-bar Control chart)

A process is normally distributed with:
µp = 400, σp = 6.7.

We wish to have a C.C for the mean that would detect 1% 
increase in the mean within, on average, the next five 
samples (ARL=5). We find that we need (sample size): 
n=13.

In a state of control, ME will increase the False Alarm 
Rate (FAR), and we wish to avoid ARL<200 (instead 
of the usual ARL=370.3, expected with no ME). 
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Permissible ME Parameters

� The tradeoff between permissible ME bias 
and ME variance (in a state of control): 
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ME Parameters for
Out-of-Control State

� Suppose now that due to ME we allow the 
required ARL for the specified deviation in the 
mean (+1%) to fluctuate, namely: ARL=5±1

� Permissible ME parameters for X control chart 
with an upward shift in the process mean:

(a) For a lower permissible ARLL(limit) = 4;

(b) For an upper permissible ARLU(limit) = 6. 
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Permissible δ(ARL)=±1 (due to ME)  for 
out-of-control state of δµ=+1%

Figure 2.

(a) A lower permissible ARLL(limit) = 4; 

(b) An upper permissible ARLU(limit) = 6.
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Conclusion
� It is not enough to study the effect of ME on the 

performance of the control chart.

� We need to “inverse” engineer the C.C and the 
ME so that SPC performance not be hampered, 
due to ME, beyond specified limits.

� This can only be done by setting limits on the 
permissible values of ME bias and standard 
deviation.  
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